
TAKE BACK BACHMAN

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN A CENTURY, Bachman Hall has become “Fort Bachman,” its doors 
closed to the students of the University. Under the rule of Pres. David McClain and his $1,000 
a day salary, student and faculty voices are being shut out and ignored. On a range of key issues 
– tuition increases, dormitory repair, UARC, Save Haloa, Mauna Kea – the administration is 
acting against the will of the student body, the faculty, Native Hawaiians, and all of us. Let’s 
speak out and demand to be heard!

RALLY TO SAVE UH 

W E D N E S DA Y  M A RC H  15  
11:30 AM-1:00 PM @ BACHMAN HALL

STOP UARC • SAVE HALOA • LISTEN TO STUDENTS

SLAM POETRY • LIVE MUSIC • SPEECHES • ACTVITIES

Sponsored by: ‘Ilio‘ulaokalani; Na Ewa; KAHEA; LCC Hawaiian Studies; LCC Hawaiian Language; Save UH/Stop UARC 
Coalition; American Friends Service Committee; Not In Our Name - UH; UHM Ethnic Studies; DMZ Hawaii/Aloha Aina

E-mail saveuh@stopuarc.info if you have questions. Mahalo!

In the last 15 months, an overwhelming majority of the university community has come to oppose the 
UARC Navy research center, including students, faculty, and Kanaka Maoli organizations. In the last few 
weeks, a small number of military contractors and the elite of the business community have come out 
supporting UARC. McClain soon recommended that UARC be approved. Who does McClain represent?
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UARC

SAVE HALOA

TUITION

CENSORSHIP

DORMS

Hundreds gathered earlier this month at Bachman Hall to protest the patenting of Haloa, the elder sibling 
of Kanaka Maoli. McClain did not make an appearance -- he was on vacation.

Student governments throughout Hawaii rejected a proposed tuition increase during a time of rising costs 
of living and skyrocketing housing prices. The Board of Regents voted unanimously for the increase.

An ASUH mailing to inform dorm residents of their rights was censored by housing officials last fall.

UH dorms are in dire need of repairs, but instead the administration is putting scarce resources into pro-
moting secret military research and an overfunded presidency.


